Stop Violence!

I think violence is a huge problem for this world. I think this because violence is slowing our process of moving on with our technology. I think this because violence leads to fights, wars, etc. One thing I could do to reduce violence is gather everyone from my street and school and from other places and start a protest. I have experience with violence before in my elementary school. Two kids were physically fighting. I helped my friends break off the fight. Violence happens everywhere in the world: young kids, teens, and adult even old people.

Violence affected my life because of violence. I take a different path to school and to walk home. Violence affected my life because now if you walk with something nice like new Jordans, beats, new phone, or I pad you might get robbed for them. Violence affected my life because some of my friends can't stay outside for long and most of them don't go outside they stay in there house or backyard. Violence did not just affect my life; it affected every one in the world. Violence affected my life by making me and my family move from one neighborhood to a better one.
I think that violence is caused by TV, video games, rappers, TV can cause violence because you can watch a movie that has lots of violence, drugs, and bad advice. Video games can cause violence because some video games like Grand Theft Auto San Andreas has bad language, drugs, drug use, killing people, gangs, and robbery. This video game can cause violence because a young kid that plays the game can copy what the character in the game does. If a young kid likes the game and finds it cool there's a high chance that they will copy the video game. Rappers can be a bad influence and they can cause violence because most rappers are gangsta and their in gangs. Most rappers rap about what they do and the things rappers do is fight, shoot people, sell drugs and smoke weed.

The thing I can do to reduce violence is gather lots and lots of people and form a protest. The second thing I could do is if I see someone getting bullied I will help them. If I see someone getting bullied I will stand up to the bully. I will also tell everyone at my school to tell people that they know that violence is getting worse and thousands of students is getting bullied that cause violence. This is what I will do to reduce violence.
This is what I think can reduce violence. Now you know what my experiences with violence is. Things that cause violence are mostly bad advice and bad influence and looking up to the wrong person. If violence stops the world would have no war, no fights, the world would be a better place. I think we will stop violence but it will take time.